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Abstract— Principal component analysis (PCA) has been used
to study the pathogenesis of diseases. To enhance the inter-
pretability of classical PCA, various improved PCA methods have
been proposed to date. Among these, a typical method is the
so-called sparse PCA, which focuses on seeking sparse loadings.
However, the performance of these methods is still far from
satisfactory due to their limitation of using unsupervised learning
methods; moreover, the class ambiguity within the sample is
high. To overcome this problem, this paper developed a new
PCA method, which is named the supervised discriminative
sparse PCA (SDSPCA). The main innovation of this method
is the incorporation of discriminative information and sparsity
into the PCA model. Specifically, in contrast to the traditional
sparse PCA, which imposes sparsity on the loadings, here, sparse
components are obtained to represent the data. Furthermore, via
the linear transformation, the sparse components approximate
the given label information. On the one hand, sparse components
improve interpretability over the traditional PCA, while on the
other hand, they are have discriminative abilities suitable for
classification purposes. A simple algorithm is developed, and its
convergence proof is provided. SDSPCA has been applied to the
common-characteristic gene selection and tumor classification
on multiview biological data. The sparsity and classification
performance of SDSPCA are empirically verified via abundant,
reasonable, and effective experiments, and the obtained results
demonstrate that SDSPCA outperforms other state-of-the-art
methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE recent development of gene chips enables the simul-
taneous measure of the expression of thousands of

genes [1]. These gene expression data are obtained through the
DNA microarray hybridization and next-generation sequencing
technology experiments, where the data are typically stored
as matrixes [2]–[4]. These techniques yield a data matrix,
in which the number of variables m (the gene number) far
exceeds the number of samples n [5]. Multiple data sources
are typically combined, resulting in the so-called multiview
data. Applying a dimensionality reduction method to these
multiview data is a reasonable and important step in the bio-
logical data processing [6]. “Multiview data” denotes several
types of gene expression data from various aspects. Since
these data are composed of diverse statistical distributions
and semantics, they contain various uncertainties. In general,
four different types of biological data are included in multi-
view data: 1) multiview biological data, measuring samples
with categories represented by identical feature (gene) sets;
2) multiview biological data that measure the identical samples
with different feature groups; 3) multiview biological data
with identical objects measured by the same group of features
but under different conditions (expressed as a tensor model:
sample×feature×condition); and 4) multiview biological data
that measure different features combination with different sam-
ple groups under identical conditions [7]. This paper focuses
on multiview data obtained from the acquired Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA; https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/) where different
groups of samples are represented by the same feature (gene)
sets. Here, multiview data are composed of different disease
data samples. These samples provide us with an unprecedented
opportunity to explore association between different diseases.

One of the most important applications of biological data
is the classification of disease samples, e.g., identifying a
type of tumor and distinguishing between normal tissue and
pathological tissue [8]–[12]. Gene expression data possess
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the characteristics of high dimension, small sample size, and
imbalanced class distribution; however, only a small part of the
genes is useful and necessary for the selection of characteristic
genes for the tumor classification of samples [8], [13]. The
discovered characteristic genes in multiview data can be named
common-characteristic (com-characteristic) genes. On the one
hand, several genes can be chosen that play an important
role for the classification. These genes can improve both the
accuracy (ACC) and efficiency of the tumor classification [14].
In the field of disease diagnosis based on the gene expression
data, this method can decrease the rate of misdiagnosis [15].
On the other hand, it has been reported that the subset of char-
acteristic genes contains abundant information, which can help
to find important disease causing genes and help to explore the
potential association between different diseases [16].

The principal component analysis (PCA) is an effective
tool to reduce dimensionality and has a wide range of
applications throughout biology, face recognition, and clas-
sification [8], [17]–[22]. In essence, by minimizing the recon-
struction error or by maximizing the data variance, PCA seeks
the principal components (PCs) to capture the intrinsically
low-dimensional structure that underlies the data. Since the
dimensionality of the data has been largely reduced while the
latent structure has been preserved, PCA greatly facilitates
many applications [23]–[25]. Even though PCA has achieved
good results in many areas, several limitations still exist. PCs
are obtained via linear combinations of the variables, where
the weights (called loadings) are usually all nonzero [26].
Consequently, PCs are the mixtures of a multitude of vari-
ables, thus complicating understanding. The data variables
often have specific interpretations in different applications.
In bioinformatics, a relevant variable might represent a specific
gene [27], [28]; in this case, the interpretation of PCs will be
greatly facilitated if the loadings have many zero elements.
Many researchers have focused on improving the interpretation
of PCs. One of the most significant research directions is the
investigation of sparse PCA to find sparse loadings.

Sparse techniques have achieved notable effects in many
areas, including image annotation and mobile image label-
ing in the cloud [29]–[31]. Since sparse PCA is widely
used, various improved methods on this subject have been
presented [32]–[34]. For example, good results on gene
expression and ordinary multivariate data have been achieved
via Z-SPCA, which was designed using iterative elastic net
regression [32]. Semidefinite PCA (DSPCA) proposes that
sparse loadings can be found by relaxed semidefinite pro-
graming [26]. Shen and Huang [35] obtained sparse load-
ings through the low-rank matrix factorization, resulting in
a method called sPCA-rSVD. GPower has been proposed
by Journée et al. [36], which identify sparse PCs by solving
nonconcave maximization problems; this method includes both
a single-unit version and a block-unit version. By adopting
expectation maximization in PCA, expectation maximization
sparse PCA (EMSPCA) are designed to investigate sparse
and nonnegative PCA problems [33]. Based on the aug-
mented Lagrangian method, augmented Lagrangian sparse
PCA is proposed to obtain the sparse results in combination
with both the interpretable variance and orthogonality [37].

In addition, D’Aspremont et al. [34] have investigated a
greedy method and found the nonzero elements of sparse
loadings; the method is called PathSPCA. Good results
have also been obtained by another greedy method, which
was designed by Moghaddam et al. [38]. Meng et al. [39]
proposed a coordinate-pair-wise algorithm, which iteratively
obtains the pair-wise variables from the sparse PCs on syn-
thetic and gene expression data. Targeting to tensor data,
Lai et al. [19] extended the sparse method to multilinear PCA.
In contrast to methods that impose sparsity constraints on
various objective functions, Hu et al. [40] designed a method
called SPCArt. The motivation of SPCArt was to compute
sparse loadings via rotating and truncating the PCA loadings.
Unlike sparse PCA methods, which traditionally impose spar-
sity on the loadings, this paper imposed sparsity on PCs. This
leads to a new application of the sparse PCA. The sparse
PCs thus obtained enable the physical interpretation of “sparse
codes.”

However, one important aspect is not covered by either PCA
of sparse PCA: the discriminative ability for the classification
application. These PCA-based techniques as unsupervised
learning methods study training samples without discrimi-
native information and discover the structural knowledge of
training samples. This absence of discriminative information
may lead to high class ambiguity of the training samples.
However, supervised learning methods learn training samples
with class labels to predict an unknown data set independent
of the training samples. All class labels are known; therefore,
the ambiguity of training samples is reduced. PCA as a typical
unsupervised learning method does not consider the separation
between classes.

This problem has been addressed by the supervised coun-
terpart of PCA: the linear discriminant analysis (LDA), which
is a supervised dimensionality reduction method [41]. Vari-
ous improved supervised methods have been designed. For
example, Feng et al. [42] joint the projection matrix and dis-
criminative dictionary and obtained supervised dimensionality
reduction results. To obtain sparse coding with discriminative
ability, linear discriminate analysis and sparseness criterion
are jointly worked in SDA [43]. With similar goals, the label
consistent K-singular value decomposition has been proposed
for face- and object-category recognition [44]. Based on the
Fisher discrimination criterion, Yang et al. [45] proposed a
sparse representation named the Fisher discrimination dic-
tionary learning (FDDL) in the image classification to get
discrimination capability. A sparse LDA (SLDA) procedure
has been proposed to address high-dimensional small sample
size data, and effective results in overfitting and eliminating the
data piling problem have been achieved [46]. Lai et al. [47]
extended LDA to sparse subspace and tensor applications.
Unlike supervised methods, which traditionally introduce dis-
criminative information into the model, the N-2-DPCA is
designed for the reconstruction of error images and achieves
a higher compression rate [48]. N-2-DPCA distinguishes
different samples via distance metric, which improves the
classification ACC. The nuclear norm is incorporated into this
method to compute the structure information. In addition to
the sparse PCA method, several PCA-based hybrid models
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have been proposed recently. For example, to overcome the
shortcomings of distributed parameter systems that are difficult
to model due to their nonlinearity and infinite dimensionality,
a hybrid model is proposed. This model combines decoupled
linear autoregressive exogenous and nonlinear radial basis
function neural networks via PCA [22]. Moreover, combining
PCA with manifold learning yields the probability of repre-
sentative data points to represent the hash function [49]. This
combination has also been applied to biometrics [50], [51].

Although many supervised methods have the ability to
discriminate, they cannot capture the characteristic genes well.
In bioinformatics, the characteristic genes that can dominate
the development of a disease often have large variance due to
their own differential expression. The occurrence and devel-
opment of cancer is mainly caused by a change of these
characteristic genes. Therefore, after transforming the data into
the k dimension via PCA, characteristic genes can be obtained
by the features with the k largest variance. Many supervised
discriminative methods focus on the discriminate features of
samples and choose the best direction of projection. This,
however, does not guarantee that the projection is orthogonal.
PCA selects the direction, in which the sample point projection
has the largest variance. LDA can generate a subspace with
C − 1 dimension at most, and thus LDA cannot be used
when the dimensionality of the feature vector is larger than
C − 1 after dimension reduction. The coordinates of the PCA
projection are orthogonal, and these new variables (known
as PCs) are not related to each other.

Motivated by LDA, Zhang and Li [52] approached the
problem under the dictionary learning framework and various
supervised methods, where the label matrix was incorpo-
rated into the squared-error objective function. The dictionary
thus learned to discriminate. It has been reported that the
method has achieved good performance with regard to the
face recognition. Therefore, it is reasonable to incorporate
the label information into PCA and thus achieve discrimina-
tive ability. Barshan et al. [53] considered the Hibert–Schmidt
independence criterion to incorporate the supervised problem
into the PCA method. However, unlike the Hibert–Schmidt
independence criterion, this paper refers to the successful use
of discriminative dictionary learning [52].

This paper proposed a new PCA method, called the super-
vised discriminative sparse PCA (SDSPCA), which explicitly
considers the discriminative information and sparse constraint.
This method introduces class labels into the PCA method.
Thus, the PCA method is turned into a supervised learning
model, which reduces the class ambiguity of the samples.
Considering that the sparsity can improve the interpretability
of PCs, PCs can combine the supervised label information
with sparse constraint to obtain the discriminative ability
and interpretability. The proposed method reduces the class
ambiguity of the samples, while PCs are expressed in a
sparse form. Specifically, sparse components can be obtained
to represent the data, while the sparse components approx-
imate the given label information via the linear transforma-
tion. To effectively solve the proposed method, an algorithm
is provided. To test how well the sparse constraint and
the supervised label information work, experiments of the

characteristic gene selection and the tumor classification have
been conducted. The obtained results show that the proposed
method outperforms many of the state-of-the-art PCA methods
in the multiview biological data analysis.

The proposed method is formulated in Section II; opti-
mization and convergence analyses are also included. Com-
prehensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method are presented in Section III. Finally,
Section IV provides the conclusion with a summary and
outlook for future work.

II. METHODS

In this section, first, a variant formulation of PCA is briefly
reviewed. This formulation is consistent with the presented
model. Next, the proposed method is introduced. First, several
terms and notations are defined.

1) Let X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
m×n be the input matrix,

where n represents the number of samples, and m
represents the number of variables.

2) Let Tr(A) be the trace of matrix A.
3) Let �Q�2,1 = ∑n

i=1 �qi�2 be the L2,1 norm, which is
obtained by first calculating the L2 norm of each row
and then calculating the L1 norm of the resulting L2
norms.

4) Let �A�F be the Frobenius norm of matrix A.

A. PCA

Expressed in an alternative way, PCA aims to find a
k-dimensional (k ≤ m) linear subspace to approximate the
data matrix as close as possible. Such a subspace was obtained
by solving the problem as follows [54]:

min
Y,Q

�X − YQT�2
F s.t. QTQ = I (1)

where Q ∈ R
n×k and Y = (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ R

m×k . Each row of
Q represents the projection of a data point in the subspace;
its solution corresponds to normalized PCs. The normality
is caused by the constraint QTQ = I. Each column of Y
represents a principal direction; its solution corresponds to
the scaled loading. If orthonormality is imposed on Y instead,
classical PCA can be recovered: Y corresponds to the loadings,
while Q are PCs.

B. Supervised Discriminative Sparse PCA

SDSPCA obtains PCs by incorporating supervised label
information and sparse constraints. The proposed method
overcomes the shortcomings of classical PCA where PCs
are dense; in particular, it is theoretically demonstrated that
the class ambiguity of the sample is greatly reduced. The
following optimization is formulated to realize SDSPCA:

min
Y,Q,A

�X − YQT�2
F + α�B − AQT�2

F + β�Q�2,1

s.t. QTQ = I (2)

where α and β are the scale weights. B ∈ R
c×n represents the

class indicator matrix. The class indicator matrix consists of
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elements 0 and 1. The position of element 1 in each column
represents the class labels. This matrix can be defined as

Bi, j =
{

1, if s j = i, j = 1, 2 . . . , n, i = 1, 2, . . . , c

0, otherwise
(3)

where c represents the number of classes in training data
and s j ∈ {1, . . . , c} represents the class label. For exam-
ple, assuming that the label of each data point gnd =
[1, 2, 4, 3, 3, 1, 5, 6]T, B can be defined as follows:

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (4)

Matrix A ∈ R
e×k was arbitrarily initialized as a linear

transformation matrix to easily obtain the solution.
SDSPCA belongs to a type of novel supervised PCA meth-

ods, which explicitly incorporates both label information and
sparsity into PCA. The second and third terms in the objective
function guarantee that SDSPCA can gain the discriminative
ability and interpretability, respectively. L2,1 norm makes Q
robust to outliers, while inducing sparsity [55]–[57]. Thus,
the data can be represented with PCs having both discrimi-
native power and sparsity.

C. Optimization

This section introduces the detailed optimization process of
SDSPCA. Since the closed-form solution of SDSPCA is not
available, following a previous study, an alternative solution
is provided [55]. Y, Q, and A are updated alternatively. For
convenience, � = �X − YQT�2

F + α�B − AQT�2
F + β�Q�2,1.

Note that �Q�2,1 is convex; however, its derivative does not
exist when qi = 0. When qi �= 0, the optimal Y can be solved,
while fixing the others. The derivative is

∂�(Y)

∂Y
= −2(X − YQT)Q. (5)

Making the derivative equal to 0 yields

Y = XQ. (6)

Similarly, for A

A = BQ. (7)

The solution of Q is more complicated and will be approached
by applying a technique of L2,1 norm optimization. An aux-
iliary objective function will be used and (2) yields

min
Y,Q,A,V

Tr(X − YQT)(X − YQT)T

+ αTr(B − AQT)(B − AQT)T + βTr(QTVQ) (8)

where V ∈ R
n×n represents a diagonal matrix, whose element

is expressed as

Vii = 1

2�qi�2
. (9)

Substituting the solutions of Y and A into (8), we have

Tr(X − XQQT)(X − XQQT)T

+ αTr(B − BQQT)(B − BQQT)T + βTr(QTVQ)

= −Tr(QTXTXQ) + �X�2
F − αTr(QTBTBQ)

+ α�B�2
F + βTr(QTVQ)

= Tr(QT(−XTX − αBTB + βV)Q) + �X�2
F + α�B�2

F .

(10)

Therefore, (10) is equivalent to the following problem [54]:

�(Q) = min
QT Q=I

TrQT(−XTX − αBTB + βV)Q. (11)

Optimal Q can be solved by computing the eigenvectors of
the matrix Z = −XTX−αBTB+βV. Eigenvectors are picked
corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues.

The following explains why a sparse solution can be
obtained by minimizing (11) [58]. According to the definition
of Vii , the solution of Q is naturally sparse. Specifically,
if �qi�2 is small, then Vii will be large and (9) tends to obtain
qi with a much smaller L2 norm. With the increasing number
of iterations, the norms of qi are close to zero and a sparse
Q can be obtained. Q, Y, and A can be iteratively updated
until the objective value stabilizes. The detailed procedure is
presented in Algorithm 1.

D. Convergence Analysis

As shown in Algorithm 1, SDSPCA follows an alternative
process. The objective function in (2) is nonincreasing against
the updating steps. By Lemma 1, the optimization procedure
can be demonstrated to be monotonically decreasing.

Algorithm 1 The Algorithm of Supervised Discriminative
Sparse PCA (SDSPCA)

Input: Data matrix X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
m×n ,

indicator matrix B ∈ R
c×n and parameters α, β

Output: Y, Q
Initialize: V = In×n , randomly initialize matrices A ∈
R

c×k ;
Repeat:

1. Update Q by solving the problem in Eq.(11);
2. Update Y by (6);
3. Update A by (7);
4. Update V by (9);

Until Convergence

Lemma 1: For any nonzero vectors a, a0 ∈ R
m , the follow-

ing result can be obtained [55]:

�a�2 − �a�2
2

2�a0�2
≤ �a0�2 − �a0�2

2

2�a0�2
. (12)

The convergence behavior of SDSPCA can be shown as
follows.
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Proof: According to Algorithm 1, the following inequality
results:

�X − Yt+1(Qt+1)T�2
F + α�B − At+1(Qt+1)T�2

F

+ βtr((Qt+1)TVt Qt+1)

≤ �X − Yt(Qt )T�2
F + α�B − At (Qt )T�2

F

+ βtr((Qt )TVt Qt ). (13)

Since �Q�2,1 = ∑n
i=1 �qi�2, the above inequality can be

rewritten as

�X − Yt+1(Qt+1)T�2
F + α�B − At+1(Qt+1)T�2

F

+ β

n∑
i=1

(∥∥qt+1
i

∥∥2
2

2
∥∥qt

i

∥∥
2

− ∥∥qt+1
i

∥∥
2

)

≤ �X − Yt(Qt )T�2
F + α�B − At (Qt )T�2

F

+ β

n∑
i=1

( ∥∥qt
i

∥∥2
2

2
∥∥qt

i

∥∥
2

− ∥∥qt+1
i

∥∥
2

)
. (14)

Recalling Lemma 1∥∥qt+1
i

∥∥2
2

2
∥∥qt

i

∥∥
2

− ∥∥qt+1
i

∥∥
2 ≥

∥∥qt
i

∥∥2
2

2
∥∥qt

i

∥∥
2

− ∥∥qt
i

∥∥
2. (15)

Combing the above two inequalities yields the following
result:
�X−Yt+1(Qt+1)T�2

F +α�B−At+1(Qt+1)T�2
F +β�Qt+1�2,1

≤ �X − Yt (Qt )T�2
F + α�B − At (Qt )T�2

F + β�Qt�2,1. (16)

Thus, the algorithm will decrease the objective value in each
iteration.

III. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performances, especially the sparsity and
ambiguity in training samples, the proposed method is applied
to different situations, such as com-characteristic gene selec-
tion and tumor classification. For comparison, supervised
learning methods such as LDA [41], SLDA [46], and SDA [43]
as well as unsupervised learning methods such as the classi-
cal PCA [17] and five state-of-the-art sparse PCA methods
have also been tested. These sparse PCA methods include
EMSPCA [33], Z-SPCA [32], PathSPCA [34], SPCArt [40],
and N-2-DPCA [48]. Since EMSPCA, Z-SPCA, PathSPCA,
and SPCArt are currently the most advanced sparse PCA
methods, and LDA, SLDA, and SDA are classical supervised
dimensionality reduction methods, the sparsity and ability of
disentangling sample ambiguity of the proposed method can be
reasonably proved. The detailed information of the used data
sets and the experimental results both in the com-characteristic
gene selection and the tumor classification are summarized in
the following.

A. Data Sets

Multiview data of gene expression have been used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method: including
pancreatic cancer (PAAD), head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma (HNSC), and cholangiocarcinoma (CHOL) gene

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE MULTIVIEW DATA WITH FOUR CLASSES

Fig. 1. Influence of different scale weights of parameters on the classification
ACC. The three coordinates represent the classification ACC and the exponent
values of parameters α and β, respectively.

expression data. These data are composed of different groups
of samples represented by the same feature (gene) sets and can
be downloaded from TCGA. All samples in the multiview data
are randomly divided into training and testing sets. Since the
normal samples of each disease data originate from different
tissues, the normal and disease data were classified into four
categories. Table I presents a summary of the multiview data
with four classes. Each data set consists of different groups of
samples represented by the same feature (gene) sets.

B. Exploration of SDSPCA Properties

The properties of SDSPCA were explored, including the
parameters of different scale weights on the classification
ACC and the computational complexities. Fig. 1 shows
the influence of different scale weights of parameters from
{10−20, . . . , 1020} for the classification ACC. Fig. 1 shows
that the SDSPCA can achieve best performance within α ∈
{10−20, . . . , 1015} and β ∈ {10−20, . . . , 10−5}. The classifi-
cation results in this range are stable and optimal. The high
value of β will cause data loss due to the high sparsity, and
the classification ACC is not satisfied.

Here, an analysis of the computational complexities is
presented for different methods. Since the eigenvalue decom-
position is the most time-consuming step, the computational
complexity is O(D3). D represents the dimensionality of
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TABLE II

COMPUTATION TIME OF EACH METHOD

the original data. In this experiment, the experimental data
have the characteristics of high dimension and small sample.
Thus, the computational complexity of the utilized method is
O(z(mn2)), where z represents the number of iterations. The
computational complexity of SDSPCA increases linearly with
the data dimension. The dimension is the decisive factor that
determines the computational complexity. Traditional PCA and
LDA have the computational complexity O(mn2). SLDA and
SDA first decompose the eigenvalue, and then solve both
LASSO and elastic net problems. Their computational com-
plexity is O(d(mn2)), where d represents the iteration number
in LASSO or elastic net problem [47]. The complexity of
SPCArt is zO(k2m + k3), and the overhead of preprocessing
and initialization is ignored (SPCArt has the additional cost of
PCA) [40]. Since Z-SPCA solves the problem via the iterative
regression, its computational complexity is O(z(k2m + knm)).
PathSPCA as a combinatorial greedy algorithm and its com-
putational complexity are O(kcnm + kc3), where c repre-
sents the cardinality of a loading [40]. EMSPCA presents
a sparse PCA algorithm with the computational complexity
O(mn) [33]. However, different implementations of the same
method may require different times. The following summarizes
the numerical results.

To investigate how fast the proposed algorithm converges,
the execution times presented in Table II with k = 1 were
used to specify the size of sparse components. Every method
is repeated ten times, and the average and variance values are
calculated. These experiments are executed on a PC with Intel
core i7-6700 CPU and 8-GB RAM. In Table II, N-2-DPCA
takes the longest time to finish the loop. PCA and LDA
are basically equally time-consuming. Since other methods
are iterative algorithms and linearly related to the dimension
of the data, their time cost is much larger. Since LASSO
and elastic net cost significant time in the iteration process
of high-dimensional data, both SLDA and SDA have been
preprocessed with PCA. Soft thresholding is used in Z-SPCA
to calculate the components, which reduces the time cost.
However, the speed of SDSPCA is stable and still within PCA.

C. Experimental Settings

LDA, SLDA, SDA, PCA, EMSPCA, N-2-DPCA, Z-SPCA,
PathSPCA, SPCArt, and SDSPCA are used for both the
gene selection and the tumor classification. The multiview

biological data are divided into training and testing sets.
For all the unsupervised learning methods involved in this
experiment, k represents the number of sparse components
to obtain the desired dimensional data. In the experiment
of the com-characteristic gene selection, k = 1 to specify
the size of sparse components. In the tumor classification
experiment, the values of k from 1 to 50 are recorded.
Since the multiview data have an imbalanced number of
samples between different classes, data imbalances were either
eliminated or reduced by changing the distribution of training
samples. In the experiment, part of the data was extracted
first (143 samples, which is about one-sixth) and reserved
for the final test. Other data are randomly divided as training
and validation data for fivefold cross-validation. All data are
randomly extracted, and the imbalanced data distribution can
be obtained by averaging the results. For supervised learning
method LDA, assuming that the number of categories is C ,
the data can be reduced to 1 ∼ C − 1 dimension subspaces.
In this experiment, the dimensions of LDA are 1–3. Since the
dimension of the data set is too high, SLDA and SDA were
preprocessed with PCA to reduce the required computation
time. For the SDSPCA method, parameters α and β are
selected from {10−20, . . . , 1020}. Other parameters in several
methods need to be set in advance. For the Z-SPCA method, λ
was set to infinity. Soft thresholding is conducted to calculate
the components for the biological data of high dimensional
and small sample. For the SPCArt method, λ∗ = 1/

√
m was

set to control the sparsity. This value not only guarantees the
sparsity but also avoids the truncation of a zero vector.

D. Results of Com-Characteristic Gene Selection

A novel approach in bioinformatics aims to conduct the
gene selection in machine learning, instead of selecting genes
from the original data. The discovery of biological processes
by machine learning is biologically significant for the clas-
sification required for disease prediction. Furthermore, char-
acteristic genes selected in these processes help to improve
ACC of the classification performance. Biological data are
usually noisy, which is closely associated with the perfor-
mance of disease prediction and tumor classification. The
sparse constraint in the proposed method greatly improves
the interpretability of the classical PCA method. After the
sparse constraint of biological data, the noise and the genes
that are not relevant in the course of the disease have been
ignored. The marker genes can be found by the characteristic
gene selection for disease prediction and reveal the complex
mechanism of the underlying pathway. It is necessary to
test how well sparse coding helps in the characteristic gene
selection, which the proposed method proved reasonably. The
discovered characteristic genes of the multiview data can be
named com-characteristic genes. To discover the mechanism of
action of com-characteristic genes and to explore the potential
connection between different diseases (in multiview biological
data) for early diagnosis and treatment of cancer, SDSPCA is
applied to highlight com-characteristic genes.

1) Observations and Discussions of Com-Characteristic
Genes: For the comparison, 500 genes were selected by
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TABLE III

RESULTS ON MULTIVIEW DATA OF LDA, SLDA, SDA, PCA, EMSPCA, N-2-DPCA, Z-SPCA, PATHSPCA, SPCART, AND SDSPCA

TABLE IV

SUMMARY FUNCTION OF THE SAME COM-CHARACTERISTIC GENES FOUND BY ALL METHODS

each compared method. The common virulence gene pool of
PAAD, HNSC, and CHOL was downloaded from GeneCards.
GeneCards is a searchable, integrative database that provides
large data sets on annotated and predicted human genes. The
public website is http://www.genecards.org/.

The selected genes from each method were matched to
the downloaded common virulence gene pool to find the
com-characteristic genes. Table III lists the matching results
on multiview data with respect to eight methods. The complete
results of the common virulence genes can be found in
the supplementary file. Com-characteristic genes from each
method were selected and underlined genes denote the same
com-characteristic genes found by these methods. Genes in
italics indicate the com-characteristic genes, and the proposed
method can select but the other methods cannot. Table III
shows that the proposed method offers an advantage over

the other tested methods on multiview data. The proposed
method has the highest identification number compared to
other methods. Since the sparse constraint was introduced
into PCA, interpretation of the computed PCs will be greatly
facilitated. GNAS and KRT8 are both found by all compared
methods. PDGFRB, ABCC1, MUC4, FGFR4, YAP1, and MB
are com-characteristic genes, which can be selected by the
proposed method, while other methods cannot. These are the
genes that cannot be ignored in the study of the relationship
among the three diseases. The detailed information of these
genes is summarized in the following.

Table IV summarizes the functions of the underlined
genes, which are the same com-characteristic genes found
by all the methods. GNAS produces a series of biolog-
ical products via many promoters [59]. The lesions of
GNAS cause Mosaic, Somatic, Mccune-Albright Syndrome,
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TABLE V

SUMMARY FUNCTION OF COM-CHARACTERISTIC GENES WHICH OUR METHOD CAN SELECT, WHILE THE OTHER METHODS CANNOT.
RELEVANCE SCORE INDICATES THE DEGREE OF A GENE ASSOCIATING WITH A DISEASE. THESE DISEASES

ARE REFERRED TO AS PAAD, HNSC, AND CHOL

and PseudohypoparathyroidismIc. The relevance scores of
KRT8 with the three diseases show their close relationship.
However, few medical studies on KRT8 and these diseases
have been published. KRT8 can be used as a newly dis-
covered com-characteristic gene for the exploration of the
potential connection among these different diseases. The rel-
evance scores of GNAS with PAAD, HNSC, and CHOL are
24.49, 6.23, and 1.54, respectively. The relevance scores of
KRT8 with these three diseases are 7.88, 18.13, and 4.98,
respectively. Both of these genes have a high correlation score
with the corresponding disease. These genes cannot be ignored
when studying the links among the three diseases in these
multiview biological data.

To highlight the effectiveness of the proposed method,
it is necessary to analyze the functions of the obtained
com-characteristic genes that have not been found by other
methods. Table V summarizes the functions and relevance
scores for each disease associated with these genes. Each gene
has a high correlation with disease, especially with PAAD.
PDGFRB is a critical factor of p53 (mut)-driven metastas
is in PAAD [60]. More medical studies should focus on the
relationship between PDGFRB and HNSC, since this gene has
a high relevance score with HNSC. ABCC1 plays a multidrug
transporter role in cancer, and the high expression of this
gene indicates a warning in CHOL [61], [62]. FGFR4 and
MUC4 have been studied before, as well as the relationship
among these three diseases; therefore, these genes cannot be
ignored when studying the relationship among the three dis-
eases [63]–[67]. YAP1 activates oncogene Kras and increases
the risk of PAAD [68]. These genes indicate that the presented
method can obtain more com-characteristic genes. These genes
can prove that a specific relationship exists among the three
diseases, providing an unprecedented opportunity to explore
the potential connection among different diseases. New cancer
markers can be studied from these com-characteristic genes,
and the potential connection among different diseases can
be explored for the early diagnosis and treatment of cancer.
Further medical research should focus on these genes to
discover new potential relationships with these three diseases.

TABLE VI

SUMMARY OF THE PATHWAYS FOUND BY OUR METHOD. TEN PATHWAYS
ARE INCLUDED IN THIS TABLE AND IN ASCENDING

ORDER BY THE P -VALUE

The effectiveness of the sparse constraint in the proposed
method has been reasonably proved in the com-characteristic
gene selection.

2) Pathway Analysis: To discover the mechanism of action
of the discovered com-characteristic genes for the exploration
of the connection between diseases, the public website KEGG
was used to find the pathways. KEGG collects a series of
chemical, genomic, and system functional data. The website is
available at: http://www.kegg.jp/. First, the com-characteristic
genes selected by the proposed method were sent to KEGG to
compute the pathways. The summary of pathways found by
the proposed method is listed in Table VI. The pathway graph
with the highest p-value can be found in the supplementary
file, where the genes in pink indicate human disease genes,
the genes in blue indicate drug target genes, and the genes in
green indicate human genes.

The pathways found by the proposed method were com-
pared to the data of previously published articles. A large num-
ber of published articles reported the inseparable relationship
between these pathways and cancer [69]–[75]. For example,
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it has been reported that the extracellular matrix (ECM) is
composed of a complex mixture of structural and functional
macromolecules. It also plays an important role in tissue and
organ morphogenesis, e.g., in cell and tissue structure mainte-
nance. Transmembrane molecules control the mechanism in
cells and ECM. Their interaction reflects the influence of
cellular biological activities. Mitra et al. [70] reported that
the focal adhesion is a pivotal signaling component. Focal
adhesion can regulate the structure of cell movement through
a variety of molecular connections [70]. ECM and focal
adhesion also indicate why cancer cells spread and transfer to
other places very quickly. As shown in Table VI, many cancer
pathways are still contained. Small cell lung cancer, bladder
cancer, and PAAD have the highest genetic overlap. Several
publications have shown that nonsmall cell lung cancer has a
close relationship with PAAD [71], [72], and bladder cancer
with CHOL and HNSC [73]–[76]. The relationship among
these three diseases also indicates why these pathways can be
found from the results of multiview data. Since these pathways
are formed by the interaction of multiple genes, they indicate
multiexclusive expressional levels.

E. Results of Tumor Classification

Com-characteristic genes help to discover novel cancer
markers and help to explore the potential connection between
different diseases for early diagnosis and treatment. Since the
proposed method introduces the supervised label information
into the PCA model, its performance in classification is
important. In this section, the proposed method has been
used to classify the tumor samples. For comparison, k-nearest
neighbor was used as baseline algorithm [77]. ACC denotes
the percentage of correctly classified samples [78] and is
defined as follows:

ACC =
∑n

i=1 map(pi , qi )

n
(17)

where n represents the total number of samples, pi represents
the prediction label, and qi represents the true label. map(x, y)
equals 1 if x = y; otherwise, map(x, y) = 0. A larger
ACC indicates better classification performance. “Average
ACC” denotes the average ACC value of different numbers
of dimensions. The Average ACC is defined as follows:

Average ACC =
∑50

i=1 ACCi

50
. (18)

The ACC results from 1 to 50 dimensions are recorded.
Fig. 2 shows the changing curve of ACC with different
dimensions. For each algorithm, the ACC results did not
change much, while the dimension is large. PCA is related
to the dimension of the data. For example, assuming that
the dimension of the original data is d , then PCA can be
used to obtain 1-d features. LDA depends on the number
of categories; however, it has no direct relationship with the
dimensionality of the data. Assuming that the number of
categories is C , then for LDA, its reduced dimensionality is
generally 1 ∼ C −1. Thus, in this experiment, the dimensions
of LDA are 1–3 [41]. SLDA and SDA can achieve the ACC
results of about 80% when the utilized dimension reduction

Fig. 2. Performance of all the tested methods on multiview data. The ACC
results from 1 to 50 dimensions are presented.

TABLE VII

AVERAGE ACC AND VARIANCE OF ALL THESE METHODS

is close to C . With the reduced dimensionality, significant
information loss leads to poor results. PCA is an unsupervised
dimensionality reduction method, which can be calculated
without the knowledge of the sample label, while LDA is a
supervised dimensionality reduction method that incorporates
the label information. To provide a more intuitive classification
results with the increase of the dimensions, the average ACC
and variance from 1 to 50 dimensions are listed in Table VII.
The results enable the following observations.

1) When the dimension is small, the ACC values of all
methods are poor. The loss of too much information is
the reason for this.

2) With increasing the dimensionality, the value of ACC
increases gradually and tends to stabilize after reaching
a specific degree. This is due to the reduction of the
information loss.

3) The proposed method is effective for the tumor classi-
fication compared to classical supervised methods and
many sparse PCA methods.

4) PCA finds the direction of maximum variance,
while LDA seeks the best discriminative direction.
In bioinformatics, characteristic genes are easier to
be detected by PCA due to their differential expres-
sion. Table VII shows that PCA-based methods achieve
better ACC than LDA-based methods. The dimension
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reduction range of LDA is 1–3, and it incurs the largest
fluctuation. For the high-dimensional gene expression
data used in this experiment, the dimension is too large
to significantly decrease. It is reasonable that PCA-based
methods perform better than LDA-based methods in the
average results of dimensions 1–50. SLDA and SDA
obtain the sparse solution through LASSO and elastic
net problems, respectively. Z-SPCA has the smallest
fluctuation in different dimensions. EMSPA is far from
satisfactory. Since SPCArt computes a sparse basis by
rotating and truncating the basis of PCA, the perfor-
mance of SPCArt is only secondary to SDSPCA. Its
motivation differs from that of most other methods. The
result of SPCArt is reasonable. In the tumor classifi-
cation, several sparse PCA methods are less effective
than PCA because sparsity causes data loss. However,
SDSPCA outperforms the other methods and a similar
model (N-2-DPCA). N-2-DPCA distinguishes different
samples by their nuclear norm to describe the dis-
tance metric. Classifying samples based on the distance
measurements are not as direct as supervised labels.
Furthermore, N-2-DPCA does not consider the sparsity
constraint, and PCs are still dense.

In summary, the introduction of the discriminative informa-
tion in the proposed method could be the main reason for
the prominent effect in the tumor classification. Therefore,
the proposed method not only improves the interpretability
of PCA (in the com-characteristic gene selection) but also
overcomes the shortcomings of the high degree of ambiguity
on the training samples for unsupervised learning (in the tumor
classification).

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the novel method SDSPCA that incor-
porates both supervised discriminative information and sparse
constraint into a PCA model. SDSPCA not only improves
the interpretability of PCA but also overcomes the short-
coming of high-degree class ambiguity in unsupervised learn-
ing. SDSPCA shows the competitive capability in the com-
characteristic gene selection and the tumor classification on
multiview biological data. The identified com-characteristic
genes provide an unprecedented opportunity to explore the
potential connection among different diseases on multiview
data. Furthermore, the good tumor classification results con-
firmed the capability of the proposed method for biologic data.

There are, nevertheless, limitations of the proposed method.
For example, the proposed SDSPCA, as a linear dimensional-
ity reduction method, cannot capture the nonlinear geometric
structure of data. Moreover, the method is sensitive to outliers
due to the square calculations in the loss function. It is,
therefore, necessary to further enhance this method to improve
its robustness. In the future work, the proposed method will
be further improved by more practical biological applications.
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